
 
At Hungerford Primary Academy, we provide equality of opportunity. For us, inclusive education means tailored 

provision to meet the needs of all learners. We believe that quality learning takes place both inside and outside 

the classroom, and at the heart of our thinking is the commitment that all children are actively included and fully 

engaged. Our school is a working, cohesive community that removes barriers to learning and respects diversity in 

all its forms. We value differences in belief and opinion, customs, appearance, ideas and ability, and we always 

endeavour to be an inclusive school family. 

Computing Policy 

Introduction 
This document is a description of our current practice and procedures in the teaching of Computing. The 
elements which make up this area of the curriculum encompass the discrete teaching of Computing. It also 
refers to our practise of cross curricular teaching and learning which encourages children to make links and 
practise skills in a relevant and interesting way.  

Our belief is that all individual learning styles should be recognised and honoured in a creative learning 
environment. The way in which we learn is as important to progress and success as what we learn. 
 
The following policy reflects the consensus of opinion of the teaching staff and has the support of the governing 
body. It is updated by means of annual review, when aims are set for the following year. 

 
Subject Philosophy 
We believe that Computing plays an extremely important role within education. The children’s ability within this 
subject area will have a large impact on their future prospects and possible careers. For most of us, technology 
and computers play a vital role in our lives: at home, at work, for our health and for our informal learning. It is 
important that our children learn how computers work. Computing is presented as a creative and fascinating 
process in which children are encouraged to use their own imagination, initiative reasoning and investigative 
skills. Through our teaching, we recognise that it is important that our children become independent and 
discerning users of technology, understanding the opportunities and risks and using strategies to stay safe. Just 
as we teach Science in primary school, we must now teach Computer Science, the ‘Fourth Science’, to ensure 
that children leave school equipped with the skills and knowledge they need to participate effectively in society, 
whether or not they go on to become Computing professionals. 

 
Entitlement 
As Computing plays a role in the lives of everyone, the teaching and learning of Computing begins in the 
Foundations Stage. Every child, regardless of ability, experience and background will be supported to be 
successful within this area of learning. Our children are entitled to a Computing curriculum which is both 
captivating, challenging and is suited to their differing abilities. Those children identified as requiring extra 
assistance are afforded opportunities through time spent with staff members. This applies to both the More 
Able and Talented, and children with special educational needs. Every child, regardless of ability, experience and 
background will be supported to be successful within this area of learning.  

 
Learning outside the classroom 
Staff are encouraged to use the outdoors to give theory context, inspire children with first-hand experiences of 
nature, real life risk management, hands-on learning, and skill acquisition. 
 



 
 
Outdoor learning is applied in a holistic way throughout the whole school, integrated into all curriculum areas - 
not only to develop subject knowledge - but also to develop an appreciation of other people, the natural world, 
and themselves. 
 
The use of Computing in the outdoors has grown exponentially due to the development of amazing new 
technologies. The following list is a start: 

 Use iPads to take photos/videos outdoors - 

 Photographs of nature in different seasons (links to art) 

 Digital microscopes available in KS1 

 Data loggers to record sound, temperature & light in different parts of the school grounds/habitats 

 Data loggers to investigate sound travel through materials – could use the iPads to create the sound! 

 Download keys or use online versions to help ID: flowers, plants, trees, (Field Studies Council, Natural 
History Museum) invertebrates, birds, mammals, etc. 

 
Curricular Delivery 
The learning and teaching of Computing within the timetable varies with the age of the children. In the 
Foundation Stage, much of the learning takes place through play which is important for children’s all round 
physical, emotional, intellectual and social development. Links are made to the seven areas of learning in the 
Early Years Foundation Stage Framework. 
 
In Years One to Six, teachers plan using learning objectives from the appropriate National Curriculum level 
descriptors at Key Stage 1 and 2. Provision is also made, however, to include learning objectives which have 
relevance to ‘Hungerford children’ and their position in the world. Computing is taught once per week in years 
One to Six and is also used to aid other lessons on a daily basis throughout the school. 
 
As a school, we have chosen drivers which weave through all areas of the curriculum and provide motivation for 
the teaching of each area of learning. 

 
These include the development/understanding/promotion of: 

 Creativity 

 Community 

 Caring 
 

Lessons provide opportunities for children to learn aspects of the curriculum in greater depth and achieve a 
mastery level knowledge of the curriculum or specific areas. As a school we incorporate the Secrets of Success 
within our lessons. Teachers assess and pupils self-assess whether they have achieved the following elements: 
improve, understand others, don’t give up, try new things, work hard, concentrate, push yourself and imagine. 

 
Learning and Teaching 
In EYFS, teachers plan using the Development Matters in the Early Years Foundation Stage guidance, 
underpinned by the four themes: A unique child, Positive Relationships, Enabling Environments and Learning 
and Development. EYFS staff provide opportunities for playing and exploring, active learning and thinking 
critically. Teachers plan activities to challenge the children’s learning and development in the area of 
Understanding the World:  Technology. Children are encouraged to recognise that a range of technology is used 
in places such as homes and schools. They are taught how to select and use technology for particular purposes. 
Planning is personalised to the children’s needs and allows children to work towards the Early Learning Goals at 
the end of Reception. 
 
In KS1 and KS2 Computing lessons, emphasis is placed on giving children a knowledge and understanding of the 
fundamental principles of computation, with the aim of children writing their own software and programming. 
The children are able to use their own imaginations to create software that is interesting and fun to use, as well 
as understanding how they work on a deeper level. Within our lessons, we consider the three elements of 
computing:  Computer Science, Information Technology and Digital Lliteracy. The children will learn the 
processes and approaches of computational thinking and gaining experience of writing code in order to get 
something useful done. The children are still taught to use and understand the traditional software, such as 



 
 
PowerPoint, Excel and Microsoft Word, as these are still extremely useful tools to be used within secondary 
school and in future employment. At Hungerford, we want our children to be able to use digital technology 
safely, respectfully and responsibly and to learn how these technologies affect themselves as individuals as well 
as wider society.  

 
All work is differentiated for ability or by outcome, based on the needs and skills of the children in the class. 
More Able and Talented children will sometimes have their own activity to follow and investigate, or they will 
have a challenge to encourage them to think about why or how something has happened. Other children, or 
children with special requirements, will also often have their own learning objectives catered to their needs or 
the support of an adult. On-going assessment informs the teachers of their children’s ability and enables 
teachers to prepare and plan future lesson appropriately. E-safety runs through all teaching and learning and 
plays an important part in how the children use the internet to communicate with each other and search for 
information. 

 
Resources 
The quality of resources offered to our children, as a vehicle for their learning, is seen as crucial to the overall 
success of the computing curriculum. These are chosen in order to provide a context for learning which will 
motivate, inform and enrich the lives of our children. Resources are of the highest quality and are audited 
regularly. The children of Hungerford Academy are lucky enough to have access to Year group iPads. Within 
most lessons, the children will be able to have access to an individual iPad. If both classes need to use them, 
however, they can be used one iPad between two children. This benefits our children greatly, as the iPads can 
be used for research as well as consolidating learning within every other curriculum area. 
 
We also have two Computing suites that are used on a daily basis, mainly for Computing lessons, but there are 
also free slots in the timetable that can be used for the other subject areas. This is where most of our coding 
lessons, website design and blogging takes place. These resources enable Computing to become intertwined 
within the children’s lesson timetables, and enable the children to increase their confidence within the subject. 
 
Purple Mash is used throughout the school and provides many activities that enable the children to achieve the 
aims set out within the National Curriculum. This software enables valuable cross-curricular links to be made 
with other subjects and supports other curriculum areas by providing digital resources for Literacy, Numeracy, 
Science and topic lessons. There are many hand held resources within the school, such as Beebots and recording 
devices that enable the children to be successful within a broad range of Computing areas.  

 
Health and Safety 
It is important to teach children that although the internet is an extremely valuable tool, it must also be treated 
with care. E-safety is an essential part of our curriculum and children need to be able to use the internet safely: 
this includes being able to recognise how to search the internet appropriately for the information that they 
require and who to talk to if they see anything that is inappropriate on the internet. E-safety lessons are taught 
discretely as lessons in their own right, as well as being explicitly taught throughout the rest of the computing 
lessons. Another aim is to make children aware of the problems they may encounter when using various chat 
sites, in particular advising them to never give out personal details to people that they do not know and most 
importantly, if in doubt, speak to an adult that they trust. 
 
Assessment, Recording and Reporting 
Teachers in the EYFS use the early learning goals within the Development Matters in the Early Years Foundation 
Stage framework in order to assess their children’s technological ability.On-going formative assessment is at the 
heart of our early years practice. Daily observations of the children are recorded and analysed in relation to the 
development statements, using the Tapestry programme. Parents are able to view and add to the information 
about their child instantly on Tapestry. Assessments inform next-step planning of experiences and activities.  
 
At the end of the Foundation Stage, teachers make a summative judgement about whether a child shows a good 
level of development for their age. Pupil progress is shared with parents regularly via Tapestry and is discussed 
formally at Parents Evening appointments. An annual report is sent to parents at the end of the school year. 
 



 
 
In Years One – Six, the most important and productive assessment is the on-going, formative teacher 
assessment of learning made by staff during their daily teaching, in order for them to make an ultimate 
judgement against year group expectations. Evaluation and review of practice and outcomes are made and 
inform next-step planning. Learning outcomes are shared and immediate feedback and next steps for the 
children can be discussed. Peer and self-assessment occurs daily as children work together. Work in Computing 
lessons are saved in teachers’ folders under year group logins. 
 
Opportunities for checking progress should arise naturally in the course of teaching the planned lessons. Where 
a child’s progress differs markedly from that of the rest of the class, the teacher will make a note of this, and of 
the reasons for the difference, to pass on to the next teacher. 

 
Monitoring 
The monitoring of computing is done by the subject leader, who, using their designated time will ensure all 
planning follows the National Curriculum, observe lessons, scrutinise work that has been saved, and audit 
resources and any other extra-curricular opportunities.  
 
Teaching and learning, curriculum coverage and standards are monitored by members of the curricular group. 
Most of the evidence is saved on the school computers but is also taken through the use of photographs, 
planning and lesson observations. Topic plans are saved on the shared staff folder, enabling the subject co-
ordinator to have instant access to staff planning. ‘I can’ statements are used to ensure even coverage of key 
skills in computing throughout a child’s journey through Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2.  

 
Special Needs/Inclusion/MAT 
Every child in the school has access to their full entitlement. Additional needs are met by providing the 
appropriate resources. Most Computing lessons involve children working together in pairs and are given 
differentiated targets within the lesson, in order to judge their success, e.g.: 

 Gold: I can program my own animated joke with two characters that move around, continually trying out the 
programming and debugging any mistakes. 

 Silver: I can program my own joke with two selected characters, continually trying out the programming and 
debugging any mistakes. 

 Bronze: I can program two characters to tell a joke 

More Able and Talented children are identified by their class teacher and by the MAT subject leader. These 
children are given opportunities by external providers to develop their mastery skills further with the help of 
one of the local secondary schools in the area. This has been done annually for several years now. 
 
Computer technology is also used as an aid to support all of the children within a variety of lessons.  

 
A Partnership between Home and School 
We recognise that learning begins at home and therefore we value the contributions of parents in teaching and 
learning. Parents are informed on a half-termly basis of the topics covered, and encouraged to support the 
school’s homework policy. The children are encouraged to do computer-based tasks within all of their topic-
based homework projects and weekly computer-based MyMaths homework is set, allowing parents and 
children to see their progress and receive comments from teachers.  

 
Equal Opportunities 
We monitor both the delivery and coverage of the curriculum to ensure that all children have equal access. We 
attend to and acknowledge differences positively. Our belief is individualised, differentiated teaching pays 
regard to gender, culture, ethnicity, children who speak additional languages and those who are differently able. 
Resources are chosen and monitored in relation not only to quality, but also to the positive representation of 
gender and cultural differences. 

 

 



 
 

 


